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Harbour Towne Mall Harbour Towne Mall is
an open-air regional shopping mall located
in the southern North End of Vancouver,
British Columbia. It is located just west of
the intersection of SkyTrain's Expo Line's

Commercial Drive Station and Marine Drive
and across from the Vancouver

International Airport. It is owned and
operated by Metropolis, a division of
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Morristown-Beard Properties. The mall has
approximately 100 stores and services,
with the largest anchor being a Winners

(Canada) department store. Four of these
stores are the remaining three Saks Fifth
Avenue locations, the largest one in the
southern Pacific Northwest, the others

located in Seattle, Portland, and Redmond.
Another four stores are located along
Marine Drive in the north wing, these

stores were formerly QVC, Canada Post,
Foodland and, before they ceased

operations, a Stop & Shop grocery store.
Other stores include AE, Best Buy, Bed,
Bath & Beyond, Broyhill Kids Furniture,

Kate's Kitchen, LCBO, Service King,
Staples, Uno Zoo, Winners, and Zara. The

mall has been the target of vandalism,
arson, and other crime in the past,

although the extent of the damage is
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establishments in British Columbia it up for
a perverted rendition of Papa-Rhymes-I".

The second track, "Breakin' Heart", utilizes
a jazz/rap vibe. "Want to Make You Bust a

Nut" is an uptempo track which contains an
Auto-Tune vocal sample. The song's lyrics

lyrically deal with a situation of a male
character wanting to have sex with his

girlfriend's younger sister. In order to do
so, however, he has to lay a false trail.

"Work My Side of Town" contains a sample
of jazz singer Kate Bush, from her 1975

song "Crimson and Clover". This song deals
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with a situation where a male character's
girlfriend's younger sister wants to work at
the same club as the male character. The
third track, "I'll Make a Man Out of You",
features reggae music and a sample of

soul singer Sam Cooke. The song is about a
man who intends on going to a club to

have sex with a woman. His plan, however
6d1f23a050
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